
The world is consuming natural resources faster than they can be renewed. 
Therefore for it is important that products are made to last. Governments should 
discourage people from constantly buying more up to date or fashionable products

To what extend extent do you agree with the statement above?

Nowadays days, running out of natural wealth is far from of public awareness, and 
governments, N.G. Os and people are worrying about that. Even though some of the 
natural resources are renewable, consuming is faster than their 
resumerenewal/recycling. For instance, now nowadays the total area of the earth 
covered by forests are is less than that of the jungle area in 30 years ago. Any 
Increasing Increase in the population is causing causes increasing demand for the 
productions products that use natural resources as their raw material.

At times, everyone are is responsible to save this these resources for next 
generations. Governments should entitle impose heavier taxes on the industries for 
more tax if they use from natural resources, in the same way they imposed 
restriction on consuming in of unnecessary productive products and increase 
people’s awareness to avoid from consumerism consumerist life style. This method 
can be useful in, an otherwise natural resource disaster.

In some cases, natural resources can be replaced with synthetics material; as an 
example unnatural leather; , wood or cotton that was made by chemical materials. 
The critical point is that it is necessary to find sustainable material for replacement; 
if not we will be face with new environmental crises. crisis  

 Fashion is one of the past decade's rare economic success stories.  Not only have 
huge amounts numbers of job seekers were been hired in this industry, but also 
many entrepreneurs have invested in design, manufacturing and the selling branch 
of vogues. And this industry are depends on consuming consumerist culture. If 
governments want to support the fashion business, it will be necessary to encourage 
people to buy new productionproducts.

In my view, governments should encourage industries to replace their natural 
resource-based production with synthetics materials which are sustainable and dose 
not damage the environments, in addition to save saving natural resources, and plan 
to protect  and save natural resources.



    

  


